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This paper describes a modeling method for predicting a human’s task-level intent through the use of Markov
Decision Processes. Intent prediction can be used by a robot to improve decision-making when human and robot
operate in a shared physical space. This work presumes human and robot goals are independent such that the robot
seeks to avoid interfering with the human rather than directly assisting the human. The proposed human intent
prediction system transforms goal sequences the human is expected to complete, a limited past action history, and a
correlation of observed behaviors with actions into a prediction of the in-progress or next action the humans is most
likely to take. An intra-vehicle activity space robotics application example is presented.
Nomenclature
A = f1; 2; : : : ; nag, set of actions for the Markov Decision Process
Ai = fai1; ai2; : : : ; ainhg, aik ∈ A, history of recently executed actions in state i
Fi = ffi1; fi2; : : : ; finf g, set of binary flags for high-priority interruptive goal states (on/off) in state i
Gi = fgi1; gi2; : : : ; gingg, set of binary flags indicating goal status (complete/incomplete) in state i
pkx = pgjx  0jgix  0; Ai; ak, probability of no change for an incompletemission goal gix due to a completing action ak in state si
with action history Ai
Rsi; ak = reward function for performing action ak at state si; ak is an optional term
si = fGi; Ai; Fig, a single state of the Markov Decision Process
S = fs1; s2; : : : ; snsg, set of Markov Decision Process states
Tsi; ak; sj = psjjsi; ak, probability of transitioning from state si to sj by executing action ak
αi, βi, k = known reward weights and constants for all j
λkx = transition probability weight for impact of action ak on mission goal g
i
x
γ = Bellman equation discount factor
(1 − pkx) = pgjx  1jgix  0; Ai; ak, the probability of goal objective gjz becoming one (completed) due to a completing action ak in
state si with action history Ai and goal gix
I. Introduction
F UTURE intelligent space robotic systems will support autonomous human–robot interaction missions onorbit and on planetary surfaces.This paper studies automation capable of predicting a human astronaut’s intent without explicit communication during physically proximal
human–robot operations. This situation would exist when a human and robot occupy a shared workspace [e.g., an International Space Station
(ISS) habitation module] and are assigned distinct sequences of task-level goals. In this scenario, a persistent objective of the robot is to use
predicted intent to minimize the probability that the robot’s goal-seeking actions will interfere with the human’s work rather than directly assist
him or her with their work. To predict human intent, the robot must first identify the human in the workspace, observe the human over time, and
thenmake informed decisions about its ownmotion. In this work, human intent prediction (HIP) is performed using knowledge of the astronaut’s
goals as well as observed physical states. The robot seeks to optimize its goal-seeking behaviors while avoiding conflict with its human
companion. The outcome assumed in this work is that the human is not impacted by the robot, and thus can completely ignore the robot while
working. Because models and observational data are uncertain, a Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework is adopted.
Significant prior research has been conducted in human action recognition. HiddenMarkovmodels (HMMs) can be used to identify gestures in
real time [1]. HMMoutputs can be augmented with regression [2] and classification methods [3]. Karami et al. [4,5] discussed the use of partially
observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) for robot action selection. Karami et al. showed the results for a case study where the human
had two possible mission tasks in [4], although they used the POMDP approximations to predict human behavior within a combined robot
decision-making POMDPand compared these decisionswith baselinemodel outputs in [5]. POMDPs have also been proposed [6] to compute the
strongest beliefs of human preferences using active communication to enable explicit requests for model updates. Although HMM and POMDP
methods have become popular for robot decision making due to the inclusion of hidden or belief states, there are drawbacks. Including uncertain
human state data in a combined model of human intent prediction and robot action choice explodes the size of the state space, even relative to the
baseline MDP that assumes an observable state. Approximate POMDP solution methods have been shown to be feasible for real-time use in
simple robotics applications [7], but these have only been shown towork for state-space sizes of up to∼103. It is unclear whether use of the belief
statewill, in practice, improve results, particularly for highly structured environments such as would exist given a highly trained astronaut sharing
a workspace with a robot in the International Space Station. Lasota et al. [8] used MDPs for human action (intent) prediction also but focuses on
convergence on a collaboration strategy and required both the human and robot be able to commit the same actions for goal completion.
Conversely, we use the simplification that tasks are independent to allow for a larger set of use cases due to improved scalability and
responsiveness.
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This paper describes the formulation of a predictive human intentmodelmeant for usewithin a decision-making framework that uses linked but
separate MDPs to guide robot decision making in a shared workspace. Robot decision making occurs in two separate stages: human intent
prediction and robot action choice (RAC). The results of HIP are fed into RAC as if they were deterministic observations, enabling the
decomposition of these twoMDPs.With theMDP formulation, we assume the human’s actions are fully observable. The tradeoff is that, although
our MDPs have lower complexity than a POMDP formulation, we assume the next action selected by a human intent prediction MDP is
observable. To simplify decision making, we assume the HIPMDP does not require a model of the robot, because we have also assumed that the
robot is working unobtrusively on independent tasks, and thus does not impact human decision making. This paper subsequently focuses on the
HIP stage of decision making, reserving the specifics of RAC for future work.
To support full observability, we assume a closed-world environment and sufficient robot memory to store a partial action history. We also
encode a model of human preferences within the reward function of the HIP MDP. We hypothesize that a robot can predict companion intent by
first identifying actions based on observations rather than relying on explicit communication, and then recognizing those observed actions as part
of a finite sequence. Selected MDP policy actions represent the human’s intent given the assumption that the MDP model and costs adequately
match those of the human. To predict the next action, an updated human state is sensed from the environment, and that human’s goal objectives and
previous actions are given to the MDPmodel policy. Use of the MDP requires the Markov assumption: that is, independence of future state from
past state. However, an abbreviated state history captured within the current state is used when knowledge of some past history is required.
Environmental information is included in the form of sensed events that are folded into the human’s goal/objectives before inclusion in theMDP
state vector. The human intent predictionMDP formulation is described next, followed by an intervehicle activity (IVA) ISS case study in which a
robot and astronaut work independently in a shared habitation module workspace.
II. Human Intent Prediction Model
For our architecture, a human intent prediction Markov Decision Process is constructed to enable translation of the robot’s observations,
including observations of its human companion, into predictions of the next action the human will accomplish. A robot action choice MDP will
subsequently use this information to select the appropriate action for the robot to take.
A Markov Decision Process is defined as [9,10]
MDP  fS; A; Tsi; ak; sj; Rsi; akg → πsi (1)
where S denotes the set of states si; A denotes the set of available (or allowable) actions ak; andRsi; ak is the set of state-dependent rewards for
performing action ak at state s
i.Tsi; ak; sj  psjjsi; ak is the set of all transition probabilities, with the probability of a state sj occurring as an
outcome of action ak executed from state s
i. We assume that the optimal policy is time invariant.
We solve theMDPas an infinite horizon problemusing aGauss–Seidel value iteration [9].We set theBellman equation discount factor γ to 0.95
and the convergence bound ε to 10−5.
The HIP MDP is formulated as
S  fs1; s2; : : : ; snsg
si  fGi; Ai; Fig
Gi  fgi1; gi2; : : : ; gingg; gik ∈ f0; 1g; k  f1; : : : ; ngg
Fi  ffi1; fi2; : : : ; finf g; fik ∈ f0; 1g; k  f1; : : : ; nfg
Ai  fai1; ai2; : : : ; ainhg; aik ∈ A; A  f1; 2; : : : ; nag; k  f1; : : : ; nhg (2)
Each state si in S includes the human’s task-level mission goal statesGi, actions Ai, and interruptive goal states Fi. Ai represents an abbreviated
past history of nh human companion actions. High-priority interruptive goal states F
i are activated by sensed events that can override mission
goals. Mission and high-priority goals are binary valued, set to complete (designated as 1) or incomplete (designated as 0). Actions are integer-
valued attributes taken from action set A. The total number of possible states is ns, ns  2ng  nnah  2nf . For an action history of length nh  4,
our chosen baseline IVA scenario with three task-level goals, one high-priority goal, and five actions has state-space size
ns  23  54  21  10; 000. The robot’s state is not included, as we assume for simplicity that robot actions do not influence the human
directly. The human’s goal objectives gik and f
i
k are assumed independent.
We define an action ak as a task that may require multiple motions and that will complete without interruption. We assume each goal can be
completed by a particular action or ordered set of actions, but some goals may have many satisficing n-tuple action sequences that are order
invariant. Mapping a sequence of actions to a larger task requires knowledge of the sequence of events. In our model, the human can only attempt
to fulfill one high-priority goal objective at a time, but some actions may impact fulfillment of multiple task-level goals. In cases where an action
cannot change a goal, corresponding probabilities are set to zero. Action history lengthnh in thiswork is set by the user and allows transitions to be
conditioned on a sequence of up to nh actions.
The MDP selects optimal actions in each state based on transition probability T and reward R. The transition probability map, specified as a
tensor or set of action-specific matrices, capitalizes on the fact that, for the astronaut–robot domain, the astronaut will be highly likely to follow
step-by-step procedures formany activities conducted on the space station. For transitions that are impossible, we setp  0. For caseswhere there
are known procedures (chains of actions from which we expect little to no deviation), transition probabilities are set to near one for the expected
state–action outcomes. State–action combinations with high probabilities will initially be identified from published procedures to follow; these








Reward functionRsi is based on fulfillment of recurrent human objectives, providing a straightforward representation of human preference for
the MDP. Next, we test reward weights αj, βj in the range  0 1 . Function r1 represents the nonnegative reward due to task-goal achievement is
represented by r1, whereas r2 represents reward (or cost) of a high-priority goal being achieved (or not achieved). Weights are scaled based on
maximumpossible values of r1 and r2. If a high-priority goal flag is active but not complete, the value of r2 is negative. Note that our simple reward































































function does not contain costs (e.g., fuel, energy) for action completion of ak. Such costs could be included, so long as we also include a no-op
(“no-operation”) action that is selectable from every state in which other actions are energy consuming.
Because the goals are binary-valued {0,1} attributes [see Eq. (2)], we can use the goal flags directly when calculating reward r1. Equation (4)




1 if fij  1
−k if fij  0
(4)
In our HIPmodels, reward is only given once an objective is met; there is no reward for partial success. If a goal requiresmultiple actions to accrue
in the action history, those interim states receive no reward. Specific action-history content enables factoring action reward into the optimization,
as does the expected future value term of the Bellman equation. To encode human preference with respect to goal-driven behaviors, we must
address whether each behavior is driven by goals without context or whether context drives human adaptation to the special circumstances of the
environment [11]. We define structured context as prior knowledge specific to the environment: the human and robotic agent’s placement and
movements within it, according to the goals that must be achieved. Nominally, we encode what we know of the structured context of a goal-
specific behavior into MDP transition probabilities. We then are free to use the reward function strictly to encode the relative value of the goals.
III. Case Study
For our case study,wemodel a simple intervehicle activity scenario including the actions of eating (aik  1), drinking (aik  2), interactingwith
a computer (aik  3), high-priority button pushing (aik  4), and no op (aik  5). These five tasks are required for astronauts in IVA as well as for
humans onEarth. The state has threemission goals of sate hunger (gi1), sate thirst (g
i
2), and complete a generalmission-orientedwork effort (g
i
3), as
well as one high-priority goal of button inactive (fi1) that indicates that a button needs to be pushed (corresponding to a safety-critical mission task
that might need to be completed).We have conducted previous human subject experiments of these tasks with a safe robotic manipulator arm that
confirms the feasibility of a shared workspace [12].
Equation (5) gives our domain representation:
si  fgi1; gi2; gi3; ai1; : : : ; ainh ; fi1g aik ∈ f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g (5)
The actions are integers from 1 to 5, corresponding to the labels given previously. Themission goals and high-priority goal are binary valued, with
0 corresponding to incomplete and 1 corresponding to complete. A 0 value indicates that a high-priority goal needs to be satisfied (a high cost is
incurred for remaining in that state), and a 1 indicates that the button is inactive and does not need to be pushed again (amodest reward is offered for





1  α2gi2  α3gi3  β1 if fij  1
α1g
i
1  α2gi2  α3gi3 − k  β1 if fij  0
(6)
The preceding reward function for our case study is consistent with the form shown in Eqs. (3, 4). To equallyweight all goals and a nonactive high-
priority goal, we set all weighting factors to 1. We then make k large positive constant to prioritize completion of the high-priority goal; in this
example, so long as k > 3, the MDP will prioritize high-priority task completion above any mission-related action, even if such an action may
contribute to the completion of multiple mission goals.
Transition probabilities for this case study are given in Eq. (7), and they are dependent on all aspects of the current state as well as the predicted
next action choice ak:







Tsi; ak; sj  pfj1jfi1; ak 
Y3
z1
pgjzjgiz; Ai; ak (7)
This product formulation for the MDP probability tensor presumes conditional independence between all goal and high-priority goal flags, with
the general form shown on the first line and the specific form for the case study shown on the second line. Not shown in this equation is that we
presume the action history in sj will contain action ak as the “previous action”with 100% probability at the next iteration. The first term of Eq. (7)
is the effect of the high-priority goal flag on the transition probability. For this case study, we give the act of high-priority button pushing a 100%
probability of the button becoming inactive postaction, which is a simplification consistent with the expectation that high-priority goals would
necessarily be given the time and concentration to be completed correctly the first time the completing action was pursued.
The second term in Eq. (7) characterizes the mission goal properties, which are generally a function of goals already accomplished, the action
history, and the current selected action. However, there are several simpler cases that capitalize on conditional independence when possible.
Mission goal probability may become pgjzjgizwhen the goal flag is set and may not reset (gjz  giz). Mission goal probability may be pgjzjak
when only the current choice of action matters in determining goal satisfaction (e.g., for a coin flip),pgjzjgiz; akwhen theMarkov property truly
holds (thus, the action history has no impact), andpgjzjgiz; Aiwhen there is a delayed reaction time (for instance, after taking amedication). In the
final case, the importance of ak is still reflected through its insertion in the action history; this is because of our earlier assumption that the only
valid transition for the action-history (Ai → Aj) is an “update” process that includes ak. For this case study, the oldest action is forgotten and the
newest action is set to the chosen action ak, such that A
i  fai1; ai2; : : : ; ainhg becomes Aj  fai2; : : : ; ainh ; akg.
For our case study, there are, at most, only 10 possible transitions for each state, and the no-op action is included for use when no goal requires
accomplishment. The push-button and no-op actions each have only one possible valid next statewith transition probability 1. Eating andmission-
related problem-solving actions have at most two outcomes each: staying in the same state (no change) or transitioning to corresponding goals
being completed. If the mission goal has already been completed, it stays in the absorbing (completed goal) state with 100% probability. The































































“drink” action has up to four possible outcomes, due to a coupling of the drink action with both the hunger and thirst goal objectives; the action of
taking a drink, in this case,may sate a person’s feeling of hunger. For convenience,we refer to a transition for amission goalgix due to a completing
action ak as having probability pkx in the no-change case from 0 to 0, and (1 − pkx) for transitioning from 0 to 1:
1 − p11  pgj1jgi1; Ai; ak  λ11
ai1  a1  ai2  a1  ai3  a1  ak  a1
3 1 ; g
i
1  0; g
j
1  1 (8)
An example of probability calculation is given in Eq. (8) for the goal of sating hunger, with an action history of length nh  3. Here, we look to see
how many times the completing action a1 appears in the actions chosen. Every time a match is found, a “1” is tallied and we sum the number of
times the action appears. We divide by the number of terms to normalize. We then multiply by a weighting factor in the range  0 1  to scale this
value; if λ11  1, then eating a chip four times in a rowwill cause hunger to be satedwith 100%probability.More complex formulations could give
unequal weight to each term in the numerator, such that the time at which an action occurs in the historymay give it more or less impact, or involve
the use of a weighted product of terms instead of a weighted sum.
We evaluateMDP formulations by comparing policy outputs.We assess the impact of reward functionweights by varying rewardweightings of
two goals at a time, andwe assess the impact of action-history length by varying the values of nh; we assess the level of transience of these impacts
by comparing the outcomes of the same reward and action-history length variations against different choices of probabilities px in the transition
probabilities. We examine the tradeoff between different types of goal interdependencies, e.g., two independent goals (eating and math), two
partially dependent goals (eating and drinking), and task-level versus high-priority goals (eating and button pushing). Currently, values for
transition probabilities are manually chosen but could be determined from experimental results. An example of probabilities with an action-
history length of nh  0 is that the eating action has 25% probability of sating hunger (and 75% not); drinking has 25% probability of sating
hunger, 25% of sating thirst, and 25% of sating both hunger and thirst (and 25% chance of neither hunger nor thirst transitioning); and problem
solving has 75% probability of completing the work effort. Note that, in this case, the drinking action has a probability p21  0.5 of hunger
remaining the same and a probabilityp22  0.5 of thirst remaining the same; probabilities for this set of four outcomes could be arbitrary, so long
as they sum to 100%. Simulation results have shown that the HIP MDP outputs sensible policies but can be sensitive to stored action-history
size [13].
Complexity tradeoffs are central to any discussion of the value of theMDP formulation for this work. Consider the HIPMDP in the context of
the larger decision-making problem. The human-aware robot decision-making process we recommend uses linked but separate MDPs: one for
human intent prediction and one for robot action choice. In RAC, the robot’s state and actions must be modeled as well as the human’s state and
actions; the decoupling we propose is only possible because of our assumption that the human will not be influenced by the robot’s actions [12].
Suppose the robot is executing a simple set of button-pressing tasks. The RAC state space must contain button status and a model of robot state
(e.g., unstowed but retracted, extended to a particular button). As described in [14], a simple RAC domainmight have three goals related to button
pressing and keeping the area clear for the human (high priority), and four actions to choose between (no-op, pressing button 1, pressing button 2,
and return to unstow).Additional flag data indicatewhether robot action is in progress or complete andwhether the human and robot are becoming
too close to each other. The robot’s state space also must include information on the human’s actions to predict and avoid conflict or physical
collision. This RAC state-space size, as described in [14], is Rns  23  31  21  21  51  41  1920, alongside the HIP MDP of size
Hns  10; 000. If we used a combinedMDP, the human action set need not be included (HIP already includes the observed human action), but the
next-predicted action would need to be determined internally. Thus, ns  23  21  54  23  31  21  21  960; 000 for the combined
MDP, which is manageable but large. Consequently, problems formulated independently for each actor with our modeling scheme require on the
order of 100,000–500,000 states and, in other work [14], McGhan determined that the complementary MDP for robot action choice given
deterministic HIP input need only increase in complexity as a function of the size of the possible human intent set.
From this discussion, we draw the following conclusions: the decomposition of HIP and RAC supports significant computational savings
(nearly two orders of magnitude for our example) over a combined MDP formulation. The MDP-based robot decision-making problem still has
the potential to become computationally intensive as the number of human and robot goals and actions grows, but complexity will scale more
slowlywith the split between intent prediction and robot action choice. Althoughwe did not create a POMDPmodel of our case study, addition of
the POMDP belief state is known to increase complexity, which in turn reduces scalability [15]. We believe relaxation of the observability
assumption is not necessary due to the rigorous astronaut training program and detailed ISS environment models.
IV. Conclusions
AMDP framework for predicting human intent during human-robot operations in a commonworkspace has been presented.Given scripted and
rehearsed astronaut and robot activities in a space environment, a key assumption can be made: the human can ignore the robot in its choice of
actions, enabling the robot to act bothwithout explicitly communicating andwithout disturbing or endangering its human companion. The output
from the simulated human HIP MDP described in this work can provide human intent data to a robot action planners.
The proposed Human Intent Prediction MDP framework requires a best-fit model of the human. Generation of an accurate model will require
long-term observations of each astronaut as well as incorporation of data from mission task scripts and initial interviews with each astronaut. A
prioriMDPparameter determination is likely possible for the ISS sharedworkspace domain given the rigorous and repeated training conducted on
Earth as well as the potential to solicit extensive input from the astronauts based on questionnaires as well as long-term observations of individual
astronaut preferences. Such training may be sufficient and even preferred given that HIP behaviors will be repeatable as a function of astronaut
observations. This information could also be used to initially seed the HIP, but then additional in situ data could be used to further train the
HIP MDP.
While this work assumes task assignments are independent and fixed prior to the start of the work session, it is possible for task assignments to
evolve.With themodel described above, the HIPMDPwould need to be re-runwith each new task set; extension of theMDP tomodel changes in
task preferences within the state may allow for a smoother evolution in task preferences at the cost of increased state-space complexity.Modelling
is discussed for awell-known environment where astronauts perform near-deterministic action sequences due to the level of scripting in their day-
to-day activities. This assumption applies to any structured environment where humans have been well-trained in agreed-upon task sets. Future
exploration of cases where the decoupled HIP and robot action choice model breaks down will help better define when robot action choice must
feed back into HIP, as well as conditions under which explicit communication is required.
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